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HIGHER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS: SINGULAR 
POINTS AND THE THEOREM OF KRONECKER 

N the fourth part of Poincari’s memoir,’ he considers I differential equations of the second order. The  equa- 
tions can be put in the form 

The  trajectories are curves in space. 
There arises again the question of singular points and of 

their classification according t o  the behavior of the trajec- 
tories in their neighborhoods. There is also the question of 
their existence, and I wish to  state that  for a sphere, for in- 
stance, there must be singular points. This result is, again, 
a matter of Analysis Situs. I n  the ordinary case, the ques- 
tion is connected with the famous theorem of Kronecker,z 
which we have already seen3 t o  have been used by Poincari, 
and which has proved such a magnificent tool in his hands. 

If the functions X , Y , Z  are (as we shall assume) every- 
where regular-so that  the system behaves like a “system 
of the second order and the first degree”.l-the only singu- 
lar points correspond to the solutions of the system of or- 
dinary equations 
(2) X = Y = Z = O .  

‘Jour. de Math., ser. 4, 11, 151-217. 
SMonatsberichtc of the Bcrlin Academy, March and August, 1869. 
*See my  Lectures of 1920, p. 151, 163. 
‘Poincarb even assumes X ,  Y ,  2 to be polynomials. 
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56 Later Work of Poincari 
Every simple solution of this system (that is, every solu- 

tion for which the Jacobian does not vanish) can be treated 
in the same way as the simple singular points of the equa- 
tions of the first order; but there will be three characteristic 
numbers s (instead of two) so that there may be not only 
nodes, passes, and foci, but also singular points of a mixed 
character, pasr-foci. 

Now, let S be any closed surface, which will be the 
boundary of a determinate volume V.  Let us assume that  
no solution of the system (2) lies on S itself. Kronecker’s 
theorem gives us information concerning the solutions lying 
within V.  If we call such a solution a positive or a negative 
one according to the sign of the Jacobian, the theorem gives 
the value of the “index,” tha t  is, of P - N ,  P being the 
number of positive and N the number of negative solutions 
inside P’. This number can be obtained by considering the 
distribution of the vector (X ,Y ,Z)  a t  the different points 
of S (where, on account of the hypothesis, this vector never 
vanishes). We construct a parallel vector (with the same 
sense) from the center of a unit sphere, and in this way, 
determine a point on the sphere. Thus, any point m of 
the sphere is covered a certain number of times. The re- 
quired index is given by the number of positive coverings 
diminished by the number of negative ones-a difference 
which, as is easily seen, is the same whatever the choice of 
m may be. 

The results of the application of this theorem will be 
analogous to  those met with for the first order,l but a little 
less satisfactory, as will always happen when the number 
of dimensions is odd (in other terms, when the order of the 
differential system is even), because changing the signs 
of all the characteristic numbers s will change the sign of 

‘Lectures of 1920, p. 177. 
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the Jacobian (which is their product), so that  the sign of 
a singular point, according to  the above definition, has no 
fixed relation with its nature.1 Bu t  this is no objection to  
the most important use of the theorem, which is t o  prove 
the existence of a t  least one singular point. 

The  difficulty may lie in the study of the vectorial dis- 
tribution (X,Y,Z) in order to calculate the index. From 
this point of view, Poincar6 has considerably increased the 
bearing and usefulness of Kronecker’s result by an impor- 
tant  complementary theorem which has since been redis- 
covered, independently (in fact, in an apparently different 
form and with a different proof) in a beautiful work of 
Bohl. Consider two vector distributions ( X ,  Y,Z) and 
(X’,Y’,Z’). Poincar6 and Bohl prove that  either they have 
the rame index or there exirts a point on the surface such that 

- = - = -  z < o .  
X‘ Y’ 2’ 

Poincar6 proves this2 by considering the vector 

(XX+pX’, XY+pY’, XZ+pZ’), X, p>o.  

If there is a certain ratio of X and p for which this vector 
vanishes, we have the equations and iiiequality just given. 
If not, the index of Kronecker does not change as we vary 
X and p in such a manner as t o  pass from the first distribu- 
tion to  the second. 

Especially, if the surface is contactless,3 this comple- 
mentary theorem can be applied in taking for (X’,Y’,Z’) 
the direction cosines of the outer normal (the outer normal 
or the inner only according to  cases). For the direction 

‘The nature of a singular point depends on the comparcd signs of the numbers 5. 

‘Bohl’s proof is less simple. 
*See Lectures of 1920, p. 182. 
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of the outer normal, PoincarC finds that the index is equal 
t o  the quantity 

Total Gaussian Curvature 
4 n  

Of course also, such a number cannot change when the 
closed surface is deformed continuously, so that  it must 
only depend on topological features. Poincari finds it for 
the genera 0 and 1; generally, Walther Dyck has found 
that the total curvature K of a closed (everywhere regular) 
surface of genus p is 

K = 4 ~ ( 1  - p ) .  




